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Abstract  
 The most general form of non-static plane symmetric space-times is considered to 
study proper curvature collineations by using the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix and 
direct integration techniques. Studying proper curvature collineations in each non static 
case of the above space-times it is shown that when the above space-times admit proper 
curvature collineations, they form an infinite dimensional vector space.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
This paper is an attampt to investigate the existence of proper curvature 
collineations (CCS) in the non static plane symmetric space-times. These curvature 
collineations which preserve the curvature structure of a space-time carry significant 
information and play an important role in Einstein’s theory of general relativity and 
gravitation. The theory of general relativity, which is actually a field theory of gravitaion 
and is described in terms of geometry, is highly non-linear [1]. Due to this non-linearaity 
it becomes very hard to solve the gravitational field equations unless certain symmetry 
restrictions are imposed on the space-times. These symmetry restrictions may be 
expressed in terms of Killing vector fields (KVF), homothetic vector fields (HVF), Ricci 
collineations (RCS) and curvature collineations. Killing vector fields give rise to some 
conservation laws. Katzin et al. [2,3] suggests that Riemann curvature tensor may also 
provide some extra understandings which are not provided by (KVF) and (HVF). It is, 
therefore, important to study CCS. Here an aproach, which is given in [4], is adopted to 
study proper curvature collineations in non-static plane symmetric space-times by using 
the rank of the 66×  Rieman matrix and direct integration techinques. In this paper we are 
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only interested in the non static cases of the above space-times. The cases when the above 
space-times become static their CCS can be found in [5].  
Throughout M  represents a four dimensional, connected, Hausdorff space-time 
manifold with Lorentz metric g  of signature (-, +, +, +). The curvature tensor associated 
with ,abg  through the Levi-Civita connection, is denoted in component form by ,bcd
aR  
and the Ricci tensor components are .acbcab RR =  The usual covariant, partial and Lie 
derivatives are denoted by a semicolon, a comma and the symbol ,L  respectively. Round 
and square brackets denote the usual symmetrization and skew-symmetrization, 
respectively. Here, M  is assumed non-flat in the sense that the curvature tensor does not 
vanish over any non-empty open subset of .M   
 The covariant derivative of any vector field X  on M  can be decomposed as  
  ababba FhX += 2
1
;        (1) 
where abXbaab gLhh == )(  is a symmetric and )( baab FF −=  is a skew symmetric tensor on 
.M  If ,0; =cabh  X  is said to be affine and further satisfies Rccgh abab ∈= ,2  then X  is 
said to be homothetic (and Killing if 0=c ). The vector field X  is said to be proper 
affine if it is not homothetic vector field and also X  is said to be proper homothetic 
vector field if it is not Killing vector field.  
  A vector field X  on M  is called a curvature collineation (CC) if it 
satisfies [2]  
  0=bcdaX RL         (2) 
or equivalently,  
.0;;;;; =−+++ eabcdedebceacebedabeecdaeebcda XRXRXRXRXR   
The vector field X  is said to be proper CC if it is not affine [4] on .M  One can expand 
the above equation in a set of 22 coupled CC equations which can be seen in [6].  
 
2. CLASSIFICATION OF THE RIEMANN TENSORS  
 In this section we will classify the Riemann tensors in terms of its rank and 
bivector decomposition.  
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The rank of the Riemann tensor is the rank of the 66× symmetric matrix derived 
in a well known way [4]. The rank of the Riemann tensor at p  is the rank of the linear 
map β  which maps the vector space of all bivectors F  at p  to itself and is defined by 
.: cdcdabab FRF →β  Define also the subspace pN  of the tangent space MTp  consisting 
of those members k  of MTp  which satisfy the relation  
0=dabcd kR          (3) 
Then the Riemann tensor at p  satisfies exactly one of the following algebraic conditions 
[4].  
Class B  
 The rank is 2 and the range of β  is spanned by the dual pair of non-null simple 
bivectors and dim .0=pN  The Riemann tensor at p  takes the form 
  
**
cdabcdababcd FFFFR ηα +=       (4) 
where F  and its dual 
*
F  are the (unique up to scaling) simple non-null spacelike and 
timelike bivectors in the range of ,β  respectively and ., R∈ηα   
Class C  
 The rank is 2 or 3 and there exists a unique (up to scaling) solution say, k  of (3) 
(and so dim 1=pN ). The Riemann tensor at p  takes the form 
  cdjabi
ji
ijabcd FFR ∑
=
=
3
1,
α       (5) 
where Rij ∈α  for all ji,  and 0=babi kF  for each of the bivectors iF  which span the 
range of .β   
Class D  
 Here the rank of the curvature matrix is 1. The range of the map β  is spanned by 
a single bivector ,F  say, which has to be simple because the symmetry of Riemann 
tensor 0][ =bcdaR  means .0][ =cdba FF  Then it follows from a standard result that F  is 
simple. The curvature tensor admits exactly two independent solutions uk,  of equation 
(3) so that dim .2=pN  The Riemann tensor at p  takes the form 
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  cdababcd FFR α=        (6) 
where R∈α  and F  is simple bivector with blade orthogonal to k  and .u   
Class O 
 The rank of the curvature matrix is 0 (so that 0=abcdR ) and dim .4=pN   
Class A 
 The Riemann tensor is said to be of class A at p  if it is not of class B, C, D or O. 
Here always dim 0=pN .  
A study of the CCS for the above classes A, B, C, D, O and CCS in the two 
dimensional submanifolds can be found in [4].  
 
3. MAIN RESULTS  
Consider a non static plane symmetric space-time in the usual coordinate system 
),,,( zyxt  (labeled by ),,,,( 3210 xxxx  respectively) with line element [7]  
).( 22),(2),(2),(2 dzdyedxedteds xtCxtBxtA +++−=     (7) 
The Ricci tensor Segre type of the above space-time is {1,1(11)} or {2(11)} or one of its 
degeneracies. The above space-time admits three linearly independent Killing vector 
fields which are  
.,,
y
z
z
y
zy ∂
∂−∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂         (8) 
The non-zero independent components of the Riemann tensor are  
,
)),(),(),(2),((
)),(),(),(2),((
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),(2),(
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2),(2),(),(2),(),(
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)),(),(
),(),(),(2),(),((
4
1
5
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Writing the curvature tensor with components abcdR  at p  as a 66×  symmetric matrix  
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α
abcdR     (9)  
It is important to remind the reader that we will consider Riemann tensor components as 
bcd
aR  for calculating CCS. Here, we are only interested in those cases when the rank of 
the 66×  Riemann matrix is less than or equal to three. Since we know from theorem [4] 
that when the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is greater than three there exists no 
proper CCS. It is also important to remind the reader again that we will only considering 
the non static cases. The cases when the space-times become static their CCS can be 
found in [5]. Thus there exist the following possibilities:  
(1) Rank=3 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtCxtBxtAxtCxtBxtA txtxtx  and 
.0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC ttt   
(2) Rank=3 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtCxtAxtCxtBxtBxtA ttxxtx  and 
.0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC ttt   
(3) Rank=3, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtCxtBxtAxtCxtBxtA txtxtx  and 
.0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt   
(4) Rank=3, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtCxtBxtCxtBxtAxtA txxttx  and 
.0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC ttt   
(5) Rank=3, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠===== xtCxtCxtBxtBxtAxtA txxttx  and 
.0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC ttt   
(6) Rank=3, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtCxtBxtBxtCxtAxtA txtxtx  and 
.0),(2),(,0),(2),( 22 =+=+ xtBxtBxtCxtC tttttt   
(7) Rank=3, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtCxtBxtCxtBxtAxtA ttxxtx  
0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt  and .0),(2),(2 =+ xtBxtB ttt   
(8) Rank=3, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtCxtCxtBxtBxtAxtA txxttx  
,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt  0),(2),(),( =+ xtCxtCxtC txxt  and .0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC xxx   
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(9) Rank=3, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtCxtCxtBxtBxtAxtA txxttx  
,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt  0),(2),(),( =+ xtCxtCxtC txxt  and .0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx   
(10) Rank=3, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtCxtCxtBxtBxtAxtA txxttx  
,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt  0),(2),(),( =+ xtCxtCxtC txxt  and .0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC xxx   
(11) Rank=3, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtCxtCxtAxtBxtBxtA txtxtx  
,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx  0),(2),(),( =+ xtCxtCxtC txxt  and .0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt   
(12) Rank=3, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtCxtCxtAxtBxtBxtA txtxtx  
,0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC ttt  0),(2),(),( =+ xtCxtCxtC txxt  and .0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx   
(13) Rank=3, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtCxtCxtBxtBxtAxtA txtxtx  
,0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC ttt  0),(2),(),( =+ xtCxtCxtC txxt  and .0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx   
(14) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠≠== xtBxtBxtAxtAxtCxtC xttxxt  
0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtAxtA xxxxx  and .0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtBxtB ttttt   
(15) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠=== xtBxtBxtAxtCxtCxtA xttxtx  and 
.0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtBxtB ttttt   
(16) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtBxtAxtCxtCxtBxtA ttxtxx  and 
.0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtBxtB ttttt   
(17) Rank=1, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠≠== xtBxtBxtAxtAxtCxtC txtxxt  
0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtBxtB ttttt  and .0),(),(),(2),(2 =−+ xtBxtAxtAxtA xxxxx   
(18) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠≠== xtBxtBxtAxtAxtCxtC xttxxt  
0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtAxtA xxxxx  and .0),(),(),(2),(2 =−+ xtBxtAxtBxtB ttttt   
(19) Rank=1, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠≠== xtBxtBxtAxtAxtCxtC txtxxt  
0),(2),(2 =+ xtAxtA xxx  and .0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtBxtB ttttt   
(20) Rank=1, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠≠== xtBxtBxtAxtAxtCxtC txtxxt  
0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtAxtA xxxxx  and .0),(2),(2 =+ xtBxtB ttt  
(21) Rank=1, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtBxtAxtCxtCxtBxtA txtxxt  
0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtAxtA xxx  and .0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtBxtB ttt   
(22) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtBxtAxtCxtCxtBxtA txtxxt  and 
.0),(2),(2 =+ xtAxtA xxx .0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtBxtB ttt   
(23) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠===== xtBxtCxtCxtBxtAxtA txtxtx  and 
.0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtBxtB ttt   
(24) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtBxtAxtCxtCxtBxtA ttxtxx  and 
.0),(2),(2 =+ xtBxtB ttt   
(25) Rank=1 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==≠= xtBxtAxtCxtCxtBxtA ttxtxx  and 
.0),(2),(2 =+ xtBxtB ttt   
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(26) Rank=1, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠≠≠== xtBxtBxtAxtAxtCxtC txtxxt  
0),(2),(2 =+ xtAxtA xxx  and .0),(2),(2 =+ xtBxtB ttt   
(27) Rank=1, 0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠===== xtCxtCxtBxtBxtAxtA txxttx  and 
.0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt   
(28) Rank=1, ,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),(,0),( ≠≠==== xtCxtCxtBxtBxtAxtA xtxttx  
,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx  0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx  and .0),(2),( =+ xtCxtCC txxt   
We will consider each case in turn.  
Case 1  
In this case we have ,0),(,0),( == xtBxtA tx  0),( =xtCx  ,0),( ≠xtAt  
,0),( ≠xtBx  ,0),( ≠xtCt  0),(2),(2 ≠+ xtCxtC ttt  and the rank of the 66×  Riemann 
matrix is three. Here, there exists a unique (up to a multiple) no where zero spacelike 
vector field aa xx ,=  satisfying .0; =bax  From the Ricci identity .0=abcda xR  From the 
above constraints we have ,0),( =xtAx  0),( =xtBt  and ⇒= 0),( xtCx  ),(),( txtA α=  
)(),( xxtB β=  and ).(),( txtC η=  Substituting the information of ),,( xtA  ),( xtB  and 
),( xtC  in (7) and after a rescaling of ,x  the line element can be written in the form  
).( 22)(22)(2 dzdyedxdteds tt +++−= ηα      (10)  
The above space-time (10) is 1+3 decomposable and belongs to curavture class C. CCS 
in this case [4] are  
  ,)( X
x
xfX ′+∂
∂=        (11)  
where )(xf  is an arbitrary function of x  and 'X  is a homothetic vector field in the 
induced geometry on each of the three dimensional submanifolds of constant .x  The 
completion of case 1 requires finding the homothetic vector fields in the induced 
geometry on the submanifolds of constant .x  The induced metric λωg  (where 
3,2,0, =ωλ ) has non zero components given by  
,)(00
teg α−=   )(3322 tegg η==      (12) 
A vector field 'X  is called a homothetic vector field if it satisfies  
   ,
' αβαβ cggLX =  .Rc∈       (13) 
One can expand (13) using (12) to get  
  ,2 0,00 cXX =+α&        (14) 
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  ,00,22,0 =+− XeXe ηα       (15) 
  ,00,33,0 =+− XeXe ηα       (16) 
  ,2 2,20 cXX =+η&        (17) 
  ,02,33,2 =+ XX        (18) 
  .2 3,30 cXX =+η&        (19) 
Equations (14), (15) and (16) give  
),,(),(
),,(),(),,(
2
1
3213
221212220
zyNdtezyNX
zyNdtezyNXzyNedteecX
z
y
∫
∫∫
+=
+=+=
−
−−−
ηα
ηαααα
  
where ),,(1 zyN  ),,(2 zyN  and ),(3 zyN  are functions of integrartion. If one proceeds 
further, after a straightforward calculation one can find that the proper homothetic vector 
fields exist if and only if ( ) ( )2ln btat +=η  and ( ) ,dt =α  where .,, Rdba ∈  Substituting 
this information into (9), one finds that the rank of the Riemann matrix reduces to one, 
thus giving a contradiction. So the only homothetic vector fields in the induced geometry 
are the Killing vector fields which are  
 ,,,0 31
3
21
20 ccyXcczXX +−=+==     (20)  
where .,, 321 Rccc ∈  CCS in this case are given by use of equation (11) and (20)  
 ,,),(,0 31
3
21
210 ccyXcczXxfXX +−=+===     (21)  
where ( )xf  is an arbitrary function of .x  One can write the above equation (21) after 
subtracting Killing vector fields as  
  ).0,0),(,0( xfX =        (22)  
CCS clearly form an infinite dimensional vector space. Cases 2 to 5 are precisely the 
same.  
Case 6  
In this case we have ,0),( =xtAx  ,0),( =xtAt  ,0),( =xtCx  ,0),( ≠xtBx  ,0),( ≠xtBt  
0),( ≠xtCt  ,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt  0),(2),(2 =+ xtBxtB ttt  and rank of the 66×  
Riemann matrix is three. Here, there exists a unique (up to a multiple) no where zero 
timelike vector field aa tt ,=  which is the solution of equation (3). The vector field at  is 
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not covariantly constant. From the above constraints we have ,0),( =xtAx  0),( =xtAt  and 
⇒= 0),( xtCx  bxtA =),(  and ),(),( tDxtC =  where Rb∈  and )(tD  is a function of 
integration. Equations 0)(2)(2 =+ tDtD ttt  and ⇒=+ 0),(2),(2 xtBxtB ttt  
2)ln()( dtatD +=  and )),()(ln(),( xQtxPxtB +=  where )(xP  is no where zero functions of 
integration and )(xQ  is function of integration and ).0(, ≠∈ aRda  The line element in 
this case can, after a rescaling of ,t  be written in the form  
).()())()(( 2222222 dzdydtadxxQtxPdtds +++++−=     (23)  
The above space-time (23) belongs to curavture class C. Substituting the above 
information into the CC equations in [6] and after some calculation one finds CCS in this 
case are  
 ,,,0,0 31
3
21
210 ccyXcczXXX +−=+===     (24)  
where .,, 321 Rccc ∈  CCS in this case are Killing vector fields. Cases 7 to 13 are precisely 
the same.  
Case 14 
 In this case one has ,0),( ≠xtAt  ,0),( ≠xtBt  ,0),( =xtC x  ,0),( =xtCt  
,0),( ≠xtAx  ,0),( ≠xtBx  ,0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtAxtA xxxxx  
0),(),(),(2),(2 ≠−+ xtBxtAxtBxtB ttttt  and the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is one. 
From the above constraints we have ),,( xtAA =  ),( xtBB =  and ,),( extC =  where 
.Re∈  Here there exist two linear independent solutions aa yy ,=  and aa zz ,=  of 
equation (3) and satisfying 0; =bay  and .0; =baz  The line element can, after rescaling of 
y  and ,z  be written in the form  
).( 222),(2),(2 dzdydxedteds xtBxtA +++−=       (25)  
The above space-time (25) is 1+1+2 decomposable and belongs to curavture class D. 
CCS in this case are [4]  
X
z
zyg
y
zyfX ′+∂
∂+∂
∂= ),(),(       (26)  
where ),( zyf  and ),( zyg  are arbitrary functions of y  and z  and X ′  is a CC on each 
of two dimensional submanifolds of constant y  and .z  The next step is to find the CCS 
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in the induced geometry of the submanifolds of constant y  and .z  A method for finding 
CCS in 2-dimensional submanifolds is given in [4]. If one proceeds further the non zero 
components of the induced metric on each of the two dimensional submanifolds of 
constant y  and z  are given by  
),(
00
xtAeg −=  .),(11 xtBeg =        (27)  
The nonzero components of the Ricci tensor are  
)].2()2[(
4
1
)]2()2[(
4
1
2),(),(2),(
11
2),(),(2),(
00
BABBeeBAAAeR
BABBeeBAAAeR
xtBxtAxtA
xtBxtAxtB
&&&&&
&&&&&
−+−′′−′′+′−=
−+−′′−′′+′=
−
−
  (28)  
Here dot and prime denote the partial derivative with respect to t  and ,x  respectively. 
The Ricci scalar is  
)].2()2[(
2
1 2),(),(2 BABBeeBAAAR xtAxtB &&&&& −+−′′−′′+′−= −−   
It follows from [4] that CCS in the two dimensional submanifolds of constant y  and z  
are the solution of the equation ,0' =αβGLX  where αβαβ g
RG
2
≡  and .1,0, =βα  The 
non-zero components of αβG  are  
)].2()2[(
4
1
)]2()2[(
4
1
2),(),(2),(
11
2),(),(2),(
00
BABBeeBAAAeG
BABBeeBAAAeG
xtBxtAxtA
xtBxtAxtB
&&&&&
&&&&&
−+−′′−′′+′−=
−+−′′−′′+′=
−
−
   (29)  
Expanding the equation 0' =αβGLX  and using equation (29) we get  
,02 00,00
1
00
0
00 =+′+ XGXGXG&       (30)  
,001,
),(1
0,
),( =− XeXe xtAxtB        (31)  
.02 11,11
1
11
0
11 =+′+ XGXGXG&       (32)  
Here, the above system of equations give trivial solution which is .010 == XX Proper 
CCS in this case can be written as  
)),,(),,(,0,0( zygzyfX =        (33)  
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Clearly CCS in this case form an infinite dimensional vector space. Cases 15 to 26 are 
precisely the same.  
Case 27  
 In this case we have ,0),( =xtAx  ,0),( =xtAt  ,0),( =xtBt  ,0),( =xtBx  
,0),( =xtC x  ,0),( ≠xtCt  0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC ttt  and the rank of the 66×  Riemann 
matrix is one. From the above constraints we have ,),( axtA =  bxtB =),(  and 
,)ln()( 2dtetC +=  where ).0(,,, ≠∈ eRdeba  Here there exist two linear independent 
solutions aa tt ,=  and aa xx ,=  of equation (3). The vector field at  is not a covariantly 
constant whereas ax  is covariantly constant. Substituting the information of ),,( xtA  
),( xtB  and ),( xtC  in (7) and after rescaling of t  and ,x  the line element can be written 
in the form  
).()( 222222 dzdydetdxdtds ++++−=       (34)  
The above space-time (34) is 1+3 decomposable and belongs to curavture class D. 
Substituting the above information into CC equations in [6] one finds  
,0,0
,0,0
3,
3
1,
3
0,
3
2,
2
1,
2
0,
2
3,
1
2,
1
3,
0
2,
0
======
====
XXXXXX
XXXX
    (35) 
  02,33,2 =+XX        (36) 
Equation (35) gives )(),,(),,( 210 zMXxtgXxtfX ===  and ),(3 yNX =  where 
),( xtf  and ),( xtg  are arbitrary functions and )(zM  and )(yN  are functions of 
integration. Substituting the above information about 2X  and 3X  in (36) gives 
,0)()( =+ yNzM yz  upon differentiating with respect to y  gives ⇒= 0)(yN yy  
,)( 21 cycyN +=  substituting back in the same equation we get ,)( 31 czczM +−=  where 
.,, 321 Rccc ∈  CCS in this case  
 ),,(0 xtfX =  ),,(1 xtgX =  ,312 czcX +−=  .213 cycX +=   (37) 
One can write the above equation (37) after subtracting Killing vector fields as  
  ).0,0),,(),,(( xtgxtfX =       (38) 
Clearly CCS form an infinite dimensional vector space.  
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Case 28  
 In this case we have ,0),( =xtAx  ,0),( =xtAt  ,0),( =xtBt  ,0),( =xtB x  
,0),( ≠xtC t  ,0),( ≠xtC x  ,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx  ,0),(2),(2 =+ xtCxtC xxx  
0),(2),( =+ xtCxtCC txxt  and the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is one. From the 
above constraints we have ,),( axtA =  bxtB =),(  and ,)ln(),( 2dxetcxtC ++=  where 
).0,(,,, ≠∈ ecRdeba  Here, there exist two linear independent solutions aa tt ,=  and 
aa xx ,=  of equation (3). The vector fields at  and ax  are not covariantly constant. The 
line element after rescaling of t  and ,x  can be written in the form  
).()( 222222 dzdydxetcdxdtds +++++−=      (39)  
The above space-time (39) belongs to curavture class D. Substituting the above 
information into the CC equations in [6] and after some calculation one find CCS in this 
case are Killing vector fields which are given in equation (24).  
 
SUMMARY  
 In this paper a study of non-static plane symmetric space-times according to their 
proper CCS is given. An approach is adopted to study the above space-times by using the 
rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix and also using the theorem given in [4], which 
suggested where proper CCS exist. From the above study we obtain the following results:  
(i)  We get the space-time (10) that admits proper curvature collineations (see case 1) 
when the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is three and there exists a nowhere zero 
independent covariantly constant spacelike vector field, which is the solution of equation 
(3).  
(ii)  We obtain the space-time (23) that admits curvature collineations when the rank 
of the 66×  Riemann matrix is three and there exists a unique nowhere zero independent 
timelike vector field, which is the solution of equation (3) and is not covariantly constant. 
In this case the curvature collineations are Killing vector fields (for details see case 6).  
(iii)  The space-time (25) is obtained, which admits proper curvature collineations (see 
case 14) when the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is one and there exist two 
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independent covariantly constant spacelike vector fields being the solutions of equation 
(3).  
(iv)  The space-time (34) is obtained, which admits proper curvature collineations (see 
case 27) when the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is one and there exist two nowhere 
zero independent solutions of equation (3) of which only one is covariantly constant 
vector field.  
(v)  The space-time (39) is achieved, which admits curvature collineations (see case 
28) when the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is one and there exist two nowhere zero 
independent timelike and spacelike vector fields being the solutions of equation (3) and 
are not covariantly constant. In this case curvature collineations are Killing vector fields.  
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